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Open letter + Political flyer.
Mr. José Manuel Barroso
President of the European Commission
Cc : gmoinfo-comments@jrc.ec.europa.eu
1049 B r u s s e l s
Belgium

Berlin, 10th April 2013.

The “demos” of Europe say no to GMO. Carnation SNIF C/NL/13/01: Interview with Jean Jacques Rousseau.
Dear Mr. President
Regarding the introduction of genetic manipulated organism (GMO) and the problems with Banks, like the sustainable
TRIODOSBANK in the Netherlands,1 we are delighted to meet the spirit of keynote speaker Jean Jacques Rousseau again.
That means the radical enlightenment of Rousseau and Spinoza as mentioned in the first Human Rights of 1789 by Marquis
de Lafayette, article 2 and 6, as a “consent democracy”. The best historical facts for Europe and worlds further.2 It is the
only chance to save the values of our existence and planet and to keep the people free of half truths and populism:
Quote: “On the 27 of August 1789, the Assembly proclaimed the Declaration of Human Rights. It was proposed by

Lafayette, who had been impressed by the Declaration of Independence of the US. In Article 2 it states: "These rights are
liberty, property, security and resistance against oppression. Article 6 states: "The law is the expression of the ‘general will of
the people” (this refers to the volonté générale from Rousseau and not to the will of the majority).” End Quote. Dietrich
Schwanitz, “Education. “Everything you need to know” p158.

Comment article 2 "Spinoza also stressed repeatedly that arming of civilians is the only way for them to resist their ruler if
being suppressed” “Administrative innovations” from Spinoza scholar W. Klever/ (noot 102/p64)
Comments to the Carnation SNIF C/NL/13/01: Tetracycline is a regular used antibiotic and should not be used for this
kind of useless purposes. The GMO carnation is not the same as natural carnations. They have different colours, and

significantly fewer filaments and viable anthers than the recipient, and significantly shorter filaments zie: CarnationSNIF
C/NL/13/01: Quote: “(d) Other differences: The primary difference between SHD-27531-4 and the recipient plant is in the

colourof the SNIF SHD-27531-4 11 flowers, because of the production of delphinidin in the GMHP. SHD-27531-4 produced
significantly fewer filaments and viable anthers than the recipient, and significantly shorter filaments. Pollen from SHD27531-4 was less viable than pollen from the parental recipient line”. End Quote. Miep Bos. spokeswoman of the European GMOfree Citizens. See link : http://gmoinfo.jrc.ec.europa.eu/gmc_browse.aspx .

Conformity the song of the earth by Michael Jackson, the demos of Europe and the world say no to GMO;
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krKnQ50OGVo. However, our general problem is that the English Prime Minister David

Cameron announced that the European Demos doesn't exist. Quote: “There is not, in my view, a single European demos. It

is national parliaments, which are, and will remain, the true source of real democratic legitimacy and accountability in the
EU.” End quote. EU Speech 2013. Please see our letter to Mr. David Cameron (Appendix I).3
The other problem of the understanding of population (demos) is that they are anonymous. However, the European Hymn

“All man become brothers” (Beethoven/Schiller) gives the expression what the demos of Europe wants. It is one voice of
1
In 1990 the Dutch sustainable Triodosbank promised to invest in organic farming, education en social projects through their “more value
polis”. In fact, it did not happen. This bank only invests in listed companies on the stock exchange. This year they officially confirmed that
they are not quite "green". (NRC 29/3/2013 p2, 28 and 29. “Tridos Bank toch niet helemaal groen”).
2
Wie wäre es mit Aufklärung? „Warum die beste Zukunft Europas eine Idee aus der Vergangenheit ist“(FAZ 4/4/2013) Von Sigmar
Gabriel und Philosophin Susan Neiman.
3
Please see our letter from the foundation VoMiGEN to Premier David Cameron of 28th January 2013.
http://www.gentechvrij.nl/plaatjesgen/Rob130128%20Speech%20EU%202013%20David%20Cameron3.pdf
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nearly all the individual people of Europe. Would you be so kind to declare why this has disappeared from the
European treaty of Lisbon of 2007/09? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0F_VNfmoB-s
"The slightest stimulus can have its greatest impact". Arthur Schopenhauer.
Over the past couple of decades, important insights in our understanding of plant ecology have confirmed that
plants, just like animals, communicate. http://www.ceb.uwa.edu.au/research/plant and
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plantencommunicatie

That means automatically that the introduction of GMO in the environment is in contrary with the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (UDHR): providing Article 5: Right to Liberty and Security. Article 8: Right to respect private- and family life.
This includes the right of integrity of the body. 1st Protocol, Article.1 Right to peaceful enjoyment of property.
Please be so kind and read the jurisprudence of European Court of Human Rights. Petition 63079/10: “Foundation for the
prevention of Abuse of Genetic Manipulation” (Appendix II). No subject and without arguments, facts, figures and
expectations. Its means without any “determinatio magistralis” . Judge L. Lopez Guerra solely decides, in the period from 3rd
January until 17th January 2013 with a reporter, that we are not admissible in our objection to the introduction of the GMO
CARNATION4 Jurisprudence without “determinatio magistralis” is in contrary of the general interest (bonum commune),
contrary the general will of the demos and it is a “contradictio in terminis” with the duties of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).5
In contrary with the “trias politica” and in contrary with the wishes of the Chancellor Angela Merkel,6 shows this
jurisprudence implicit that the non governmental private foundation VoMiGEN has been muzzled by the European Court of
Human Rights, the private Court of the 47 Heads of State, inclusive Wladimir Putin, represented in the Council of Europe.
The same what Wladimir Putin is doing with the Non Governmental Organisations is Russia. (“Putin laughs off topless protest,
defends NGO moves”. Reuters 8/4/2013).
Quote: “Without justice – what else is the State but a great band of robbers?”, as Saint Augustine once said. We Germans
know from our own experience that these words are no empty spectre. End quote. Speech Pope Benedictus XVI. in the
Parliament of Berlin on 22nd September 2011.

„Schulz warn for „Frankenstein-Europa“ (Suddeutsche Zeitung 6/3/2013). “The Prince of Wales warns: minister of
'Frankenstein food’ fears” (The Telegraph-London 23/12/2012).
Despite of all these warnings the ProTerra Foundation will take place at the Doelen Congress Centre in the heart of the
city Rotterdam in the Netherlands on Tuesday 14th May 2013. It will open its doors to 200 industrial leaders, seeking to
unlock the way forwarding together, network with peers and being inspired by expert keynote speakers.
http://www.proterrafoundation.com/
However, the Dutch coming new King Willem Alexander, the industrial leaders and the expert keynote speakers should
realize and understand that they are not allowed to suppress the people again as it was before the French Revolution of
1789. Please see our letter to Mr. Herman van Rompuy, regarding the subject “Particularism” (Appendix III).7 When the
elite repress again, this time by “GENOMICS”, which means Gen- Cisgene and Nanotechnik, chemtrails and andragogy,8

4

CHR –PGerO -AVS/AVS/maa -Betreff Nr. 63079/10. RvS: 201001002/1/M1.
Wieso Genehmigung für die genetische Manipulation der berühmte Blumen des verstorbenen Prinzen Bernhard, den Nelken? Was hat dass
mit dem Hunger bekämpfen zu tun? http://www.gentechvrij.nl/plaatjesgen/robanjerhofvjus101014nelken.pdf
5
Preamble of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). Quote: “Realizing that the individual, having duties to other
individuals and to the community to which he belongs, is under a responsibility to strive for the promotion and observance of the rights
recognized in the present Covenan.” End quote.
6
Please see the article: “Koalition der Menschenrechtler” FAZ 10/4/2013. Zitat: “Dennoch habe auch ich zum Ausdruck gebracht, das wir
Sorge haben, das dadurch Angst oder Besorgnis entstehen kann, das sich die Nichtregierungsorganisationen nicht so entwickeln können, wie
sie das gerne möchte”. Sodann fügte die Bundeskanzlerin an: „Ich habe noch einmal deutlich gemacht dass Deutschland für eine starke
Zivilgesellschaftliche Entwickelung und viele Nichtregierungsorganisationen eintritt“. Ende des Zitats.
7
Bitte seien Sie so nett und sehen Sie das Schreiben der Stiftung VoMiGEN von 23. April 2012 an Herrn Herman van Rompuy/EU –Präsident
über der Begriff Particularisme: http://www.gentechvrij.nl/plaatjesgen/vomigen120423%20Rompuyagain.pdf
8
Andragogik als Technik? Wissenschaftler des Max-Planck-Instituts für Neurobiologie stärken Partnerschaft mit israelischen Forschern.
Gemeinsam ergründen sie, wie das Gehirn Wahrnehmungen in Verhalten umsetzt. “Wie die sensorische Verarbeitung im Gehirn das
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protected by the Codex Alimentarius of the UN/FAO, than the people have the legitimacy to vigilantism. To
prevent this, you and your elite should consult the demos of Europe in advance. 9 This is only possible by the
“volonté générale” of Rousseau and not by the “volonté de tous” of Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) cum suis,
the founder of the Panopticon.10
In quintessence it means the duties of the 47 Heads of State, including Wladimir Putin, represented in the Council of Europe
in Strassburg with Mr. Thorbjørn Jagland as chairman. They only have three duties before accepting new laws. The
obligations of the Heads of State, conformity the Social contract are: 1st) The duty to respect the information from the
thinkers of the anonymous people how they think about new laws, law changing, wars and other political questions (quaestio
disputara), based on arguments, facts, figures and expectations. 2nd) The duty to encourage the people to serve their
duties for the general interest. 3rd) The duty to warn people when they are coming into danger.
It is the only direction for an informed consent society. That means informing by consulting in advance instead of informing
afterwards or not at all by populism of the majority principle of the friend services of the party politics for the real economy
without moral and without ethic of 1853.
GMO is pseudo science. It generates a spaghetti biodiversity. It is against the general interest (bonum commune) and the
general will (La volonté générale) of the people. It has nothing to do with reality. It only generates patents for the rich. That
means the upper class of the elite. The “demos” say no to GMO! Regarding this subject Pope Benedictus XVI voiced in the
Parliament of Berlin on 22nd September 2011 as follows:
Quote: “If something is wrong in our relationship with reality, then we must all reflect seriously on the whole situation and

we are all prompted to question the very foundations of our culture. Allow me to dwell a little longer on this point. The
importance of ecology is no longer disputed. We must listen to the language of nature and we must answer accordingly. Yet
I would like to underline a further point that is still largely disregarded, today as in the past: there is also an ecology of man.
Man too has a nature that he must respect and that he cannot manipulate at will. Man is not merely self-creating freedom.
Man does not create himself. He is intellect and will, but he is also nature, and his will is rightly ordered if he listens to his
nature, respects it and accepts himself for who he is, as one who did not create himself. In this way, and in no other, is true
human freedom fulfilled.” End quote. 11
We call again…and again… for the “general will” (‘Frappe…frappe… toujours La volonté général de

Rousseau’ ). That means a team of round table thinkers (The Thinkers Club), as it has been working until 2001 in the Dutch
private “EKO” organisation SKAL, to bring all arguments, all facts, all figures and all expectations in daylight. This
construction has functioned extremely well. It has been demanded by the movement of citizens “Stuttgart 21” (Dr. Heiner
Geißler Süddeutsche Zeitung 7/10 und 13/10/10). And it has been claimed by the Prussian proletariat and farmers in the “March

Revolution of 1848” for whole Europe.

Verhalten von Tieren beeinflusst” FAZ 15/1/2013.
http://www.mpg.de/6778060/Max_Planck_Center_in_Jerusalem_eingeweiht?print=yes
Quote "It is to be expected that advances in physiology and psychology will give governments much more control over individual mentality
than they now have even in totalitarian countries.... Diet, injections, and injunctions will combine, from a very early age, to produce the sort
of character and the sort of beliefs that the authorities consider desirable, and any serious criticism of the powers that be will become
psychologically impossible. Even if all are miserable, all will believe themselves happy, because the government will tell them that they are
so." End of quote Bertrand Russell - The Impact of Science on Society, 1952.
„Herrscher über Zombies“. Zitat: „(n)Europarasiten dringen in die Körper anderer Lebenswesen ein und kapern deren Nervensystem.
Dann manipulieren sie das Verhalten ihrer Opfer, um eigene Ziele zu erreichen. Eine bizarre Choreografie des Grauens vor der womöglich
auch Menschen nicht sicher sind.“Ende des Zitats. „Herrscher über Zombies“, Süddeutsche Zeitung 8/12/12
9
Brandende kwesties: Rechtssysteem steeds meer onder druk. Citaat: ‘De burger en de staat hebben een sociaal contract, waarin de burger
afstand doet van eigenrichting in ruil voor een systeem van collectieve rechtsbescherming. Als de drempels te hoog worden, gaat de burger
daar toch nog eens over nadenken, en loop je het risico dat hij terugvalt op eigen richting’. Aldus, Jan Lorbach, deken van de Nederlandse
Orde van Advocaten (FD 10/12/11).
10
The Panopticon (Prison) is a concept of Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832). Used nowadays to control a new unknown totalitarian system.
(‘Hard op weg naar de totalitaire samenleving’. Prof. Dr. P. Frissen/CDA NRC 20/10/2005/p6). Powers that be, that means the supernatural
council of Europe in Straatsburg will observe all the people in the democratic countries by restriction of freedom by cameras' storage of dna,
fingerprints, electronic patient records, data and telephone supported by the tetras Politica instead of the trias politica.
11 The genius speech of Pope Benedictus XVI in the Parliament of Berlin on 22nd September
2011 http://www.gentechvrij.nl/plaatjesgen/robpausduitsetaal.pdf German http://www.gentechvrij.nl/plaatjesgen/robpaus.pdf English
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We are looking forward to your answer, we remain most sincerely, your servants of the common interest*.
Foundation for the prevention of Abuse of Genetic Manipulation (VoMiGEN) www.vomigen.eu

Robert A. Verlinden.
Verlinden former board member of the "Platform Biologica". Former member of the Advisory Board (a team of thinkers) of the Control
Authority "SKAL" of the private logo "EKO", and former Vice Chairman of the Association for organic shops the Netherlands (VWN). He is the
founder of the Foundation for the Prevention of Abuse of Genetic Manipulation. (VoMiGEN). Candidate of the local elections in Rotterdam on
the 3rd of March 2010, representing a "citizens list" www.lijst11.nl www.weareeverywhere.eu In 2006 Verlinden was candidate number 17
of www.lijst14.nl A "citizens list" is a political movement (group) without a name of a political party. Both political movements have been
hushed by the independent press freedom in the Netherlands in 2006 and 2010. That means freedom of silence, instead to respect the
duties of the Declaration of Principles on the Conduct of Journalists "Code de Bordeaux" of 1954. ** Not only the press freedom
discriminate these political movements but also The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) in Strasbourg. Please see jurisprudence.
"Verlinden (II) against the Netherlands' petition nr.35911/09 ECHR LNld11.OR (CD1) AVS / fme 8 August 2011
*In honour of veteran resistance fighters and devotion to the earth and the world, there is a podium for servants who commit serving the
interest of the common good, without giving priority to their own issues.

Appendix:
I)

Copy of our letter to Mr. David Cameron of 28th January 2013 “Speech EU 2013”.
http://www.gentechvrij.nl/plaatjesgen/Rob130128%20Speech%20EU%202013%20David%20Cameron3.pdf

II)

Copy of the jurisprudence of European Court of Human Rights. Petition 63079/10: “Foundation for the prevention of
Abuse of Genetic Manipulation” of 24th January 2013.

III)

Copy of our letter to Mr. Herman van Rompuy, regarding the subject “Particularism” of 7th March and 23rd April 2012.
http://www.gentechvrij.nl/plaatjesgen/vomigen120423%20Rompuyagain.pdf
**”Press freedom” versus “Press duties”

Press freedom means in quintessence: “The freedom of silence”. This means half truths. “A half-truth is more dangerous
than a lie.” John Lukacs. It means for self-respecting independent newspapers not “press freedom” but “press duties”. That
means respect for the “Code de Bordeaux” of 1954.
Literature: Public Opinion aus dem Jahr 1922 „ durch Walter Lippmann. „Die holländische Presse und Deutschland 1930 bis
1939. Eine Studien der Bildung der öffentlichen Meinung. Frank van Vree. „Medien im Nationalsozialismus“ Bernd Heidenreich
- Sönke Neitzel.

Declaration of western Principles on the Conduct of Journalists.
"This international Declaration is proclaimed as a standard of professional conduct for journalists engaged in gathering, transmitting,
disseminating and commenting on news and information in describing events.
1.

Respect for truth and for the right of the public to truth is the 0first duty of the journalist.

2.

In pursuance of this duty, the journalist shall at all times defend the principles of freedom in the honest collection and publication
of news, and of the right of fair comment and criticism.

3.

The journalist shall report only in accordance with facts of which he/she knows the origin. The journalist shall not suppress
essential information or falsify documents.

4.

The journalist shall use only fair methods to obtain news, photographs and documents.

5.

The journalist shall do the utmost to rectify any published information which is found to be harmfully inaccurate.

6.

The journalist shall observe professional secrecy regarding the source of information obtained in confidence.

7.

The journalist shall be aware of the danger of discrimination being furthered by the media, and shall do the utmost to avoid
facilitating such discrimination based on, among other things, race, sex, sexual orientation, language, religion, political or other
opinions, and national or social origins.

8.

The journalist shall regard as grave professional offences the following: * plagiarism; * malicious misrepresentation;* calumny,
slander, libel, unfounded accusations; * acceptance of a bribe in any form in consideration of either publication or
suppression.

9.

Journalists worthy of the name shall deem it their duty to observe faithfully the principles stated above. Within the general law of
each country the journalist shall recognise in professional matters the jurisdiction of colleagues only, to the exclusion of every
kind of interference by governments or others."
(Adopted by 1954 World Congress of the IFJ. Amended by the 1986 World Congress.)
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